Quick Start Guide LINEARdrive 720D (LIN720D3)

Connecting and configuring LINEARdrive 720D

A Removing the cover
B Removing the strain reliefs
C Mounting the LINEARdrive

D Making the wire connections

E Fastening the strain reliefs
F Configuring the LINEARdrive
G Replacing the cover

CAUTION: The device may only be connected and installed by a qualified electrician. All applicable regulations, legislation and building codes must be observed. Incorrect installation of the device can cause irreparable damage to the device and the connected LEDs.
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**Manual configuration**

1. Select mode of operation
   - Colour
   - Show
   - DMX or DALI

   - Colour menu depends on the LED group settings you have selected in step 2.

2. Set LED groups
   - LED groups
   - 1-1L RGB
   - 2-2L RGBW
   - 3-3L RGBA
   - 4-4L RRGB
   - 2-4L RGGB
   - 1-4L CWWW

3. Standalone operation or Networked operation
   - Colour
   - Show
   - DMX or DALI

**Other features**

**Visual test run**

**Locking the configuration**

**Reset to factory defaults**

* The colour menu depends on the LED group settings you have selected in step 2.